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MNI POV (Point Of View): Eyeing A “More Forceful” 75bp Hike 

By Chris Harrison 
 

• The Bank of Canada is widely expected to hike its overnight rate 75bps to 2.25% on Wednesday in 
precedent set by the Fed last month as it again ramps up the pace of rate hikes.  

• The statement and following Monetary Policy Report press conference are expected to continue the 
hawkish language from June when it first opened the option of acting “more forcefully”.  

• However, with a 75bp hike more than fully priced and with some analysts not ruling out a 100bp hike, the 
Bank will have to be particularly hawkish to satisfy markets, focusing more on rampant increases in 
inflation, high measures of surveyed inflation expectations and household balance sheet resilience to hikes 
and less so on slowing economic growth and the rolling over in housing market activity in particular.  

• Interestingly, despite some former Bank researchers telling MNI that tougher QT is needed, no analysts 
reviewed below called for a change from the current purely passive approach. That could leave potential 
for a hawkish surprise although seems unlikely.  

 
The six weeks since the Bank of Canada last met on Jun 1 have seen particularly large swings in interest rate 
expectations, heavily driven by developments in the US. Hike expectations surged in the lead-up to the Jun 15 
FOMC after rampant US CPI inflation before growth concerns quickly came to the fore and the path for 2023 and 
beyond was slashed lower again. The net impact of that whipsawing has been a rate path that is significantly 
steeper through 2022 than after the Jun 1 BoC decision to hike 50bps and its hawkish talk of acting “more 
forcefully”, but also with a higher rate path further out despite notably more attention on growth concerns.  
 
Local factors have played a major part as well though. First, both Dep Gov Beaudry and Gov Macklem indicated in 
the days after the decision that “more forcefully” meant that the Bank may need to take more rate steps to get 
inflation back to target or we may need to move more quickly/take a larger step, depending on what happens to 
data. Since then, CPI inflation came in far stronger than both the market and Bank expected in May, two months of 
labour data saw the unemployment fall to a new series low in June and there were further increases in long-term 
inflation expectations for both businesses and consumers in the Bank’s heavily weighed BOS and CSCE surveys.  
 
Analysts widely expect a “very unusual” 75bp hike to an overnight rate of 2.25%, into the 2-3% neutral range, as 
the Bank once again ratchets up the pace of tightening and with some not ruling out a 100bp hike to the neutral 
mid-point (collection of previews below). Indeed, BoC-dated OIS prices an 81bp hike with the usual caveat about its 
volatility. Guidance in the initial decision statement could stick to the hawkish tones of the June statement, whilst 
leaving potentially more colour provided in the subsequent press conference for the refreshed Monetary Policy 
Report that should see higher inflation and lower growth forecasts. There’s a risk of reading too much into it, but the 
re-upping on the Bank’s homepage of Dep Gov Kozicki’s speech on household financial preparedness for hikes 
from Mar 25 on Jul 4 could foreshadow a focus on similar discussions in Bank commentary (in early 2022, 
households across income groups on average were in healthier financial positions than prior to the pandemic). The 

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/multimedia/press-conference-monetary-policy-report-july-2022/
https://marketnews.com/mni-boc-review-jun-22-questioning-more-forcefully
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content did however precede the Financial System Review on Jun 9 which also put focus on segments with 
particularly high levels of household debt that may have overstretched themselves at the peak of the cycle whilst 
being too early to tell if the housing slowdown will deepen.   
 
What To Watch In The Statement 
The June statement (in full on pg 13) saw a number of hawkish modifications that are likely to remain in place. The 
economy was deemed to be in excess demand rather than moving into it, only the “pace” rather than “timing and 
pace” of further rate increases will be guided by the ongoing assessment of the economy along with a new specific 
reference to inflation, and, getting the most attention at the time, it is prepared to act “more forcefully if needed”. 
Subsequent clarification from Dep Gov Beaudry and then Gov Macklem meant both the eventual level of rates and 
the size of rate hikes to get there.  
 

Final para: “With the economy in excess demand, and inflation persisting well above target and expected to move higher 

in the near term, the Governing Council continues to judge that interest rates will need to rise further. The policy interest 

rate remains the Bank’s primary monetary policy instrument, with quantitative tightening acting as a complementary tool. 

The pace of further increases in the policy rate will be guided by the Bank’s ongoing assessment of the economy and 

inflation, and the Governing Council is prepared to act more forcefully if needed to meet its commitment to achieve the 

2% inflation target.” 
 
Language on CPI inflation is due an overhaul after huge upside 
surprises across headline and core categories. Headline CPI 
inflation jumped from 6.8% to 7.7% Y/Y in May (BoC forecast 
5.8% for Q2) along with firm increases from upward revisions 
across all three of the preferred core measures, pushing the 
average to 4.7% Y/Y and with a particularly notable jump in 
CPI-common from what was first thought to have been a 3.2% 
Y/Y increase at the time of the Jun 1 decision (since revised to 
3.5%) to 3.9% Y/Y in May.  
 
Inflation globally and in Canada continues to rise, largely driven by 

higher prices for energy and food. In Canada, CPI inflation reached 

6.8% for the month of April – well above the Bank’s forecast – and 

will likely move even higher in the near term before beginning to 

ease. As pervasive input price pressures feed through into 

consumer prices, inflation continues to broaden, with core 

measures of inflation ranging between 3.2% and 5.1%. Almost 70% 

of CPI categories now show inflation above 3%.  

 
Particular focus will be on the last two sentences concerning 
inflation expectations. The Bank’s business and consumer 
surveys for Q2 showed a record 78% of firms expecting 2Y 
inflation above 3%, a growing share seeing inflation remain 
above target for at least three years, a record 5.8% wage 
growth expected over the next twelve months and consumer 5Y 
inflation expectations increased to a post-Covid high at 4.0% but admittedly still below the 2Q18 peak of 4.26%. If 
there’s one area of hope for the Bank when it comes to inflation expectations, it’s that market inflation breakeven 
rates have cooled notably since the Jun 1 meeting, with the 5Y -25bps and the 10Y -19bps with the latter almost 
back to the 2% inflation target for the first time since the Ukraine war.  
 

The risk of elevated inflation becoming entrenched has risen. The Bank will use its monetary policy tools to return 

inflation to target and keep inflation expectations well anchored. 

 

Growth has come in softer and is expected to be revised lower (see consensus forecast below) but the labour 
market has tightened considerably. In the two reports since the Jun 1 decision, the unemployment rate twice fell to 
new record lows, with declines across various demographics, helped by a continued stalling in the recovery of 
labour force participation, whilst wage growth lurched higher. We also watch language on the housing market, one 
of the main areas of slowdown with regional sales slowing sharply.  
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Canadian economic activity is strong and the economy is clearly 

operating in excess demand. National accounts data for the first 

quarter of 2022 showed GDP growth of 3.1 percent, in line with 

the Bank’s April Monetary Policy Report (MPR) projection. Job 

vacancies are elevated, companies are reporting widespread 

labour shortages, and wage growth has been picking up and 

broadening across sectors. Housing market activity is 

moderating from exceptionally high levels. With consumer 

spending in Canada remaining robust and exports anticipated 

to strengthen, growth in the second quarter is expected to be 

solid. 

 
 
MPR Economic Projections: 2022 Inflation Marked Higher, Weaker Growth Everywhere  
Analyst forecasts show another significant upward revision to its 2022 inflation forecast. Encouragingly for the 
Bank, there hasn’t been a drift higher in inflation forecasts further out, and if anything the Bank could revise down 
its end-2023 CPI forecast. In contrast, growth is expected to be marked down in every year of the forecast horizon.  
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Key Inter-Meeting BoC Commentary 
 

Speaker Commentary Since Previous BoC Rate Decision 
Tiff Macklem 
(Governor) 

Presenting the Financial System Review of June 2022 (Jun 9) 
Rates: When asked whether households can handle a larger than 50bp hike in coming months:  
“For some time, we have indicated that with inflation well above our target, the economy overheating, we want to 
get our policy interest rate back into the neutral rate range quickly, and we’ve indicated we think that range is 
between 2-3%. We think the economy can handle higher rates, needs higher interest rates. In our last decision, 
we indicated that we were prepared to move more forcefully if needed.  
 
Last week Dep Gov Paul Beaudry also indicated that given that inflation looks like it’s going to go higher before it 
eases, given that inflation is broadening and the economy is overheating, the likelihood that we may need to go 
to the top of that 2-3% range or possibly somewhat above it to bring inflation back to target has increased.  
 
When we indicate that we’re prepared to move more forcefully if needed, what we’re indicating is that we may 
need to take more rate steps to get inflation back to target or we may need to move more quickly/take a larger 
step. Those decisions will be taken based on incoming data and importantly based on our assessment of the 
dynamics of inflation and our outlook for inflation. The economy is strong, we certainly think it can handle higher 
interest rates and we are very focused on getting inflation back to target and we are going to do what is needed 
to achieve that objective.”  
 
Inflation: “Provided we’ve kept inflation expectations well anchored, international inflation should come down. 
And then domestically we’ve got to bring demand in line with supply. We’re not trying to choke off demand but 
get rid of excess demand.”  
 
Household debt: Asked how much high household leverage limits the ability to get to the top end of neutral 
range?  
“As we’ve highlighted in this report, there are two cross-currents. 1) Households have come through this 
pandemic with balance sheets in better shape as we’ve highlighted many times, with higher savings and 
substantial house price appreciation. That provides more of a buffer to high rates. 2) However, a segment 
stretched to buy homes, taking on high LTI mortgages (>450%) where now over 25% of mortgages from 15-20% 
prior to the pandemic. As we’re raising rates, we are watching the impacts. You have to distinguish between the 
average and certain segments and see how that all weighs out. The housing market is an important part of the 
economy but our focus is ultimately on the whole economy and getting inflation back to target.” 
 

FSR Headlines - Financial stability risks have increased on rising rates. 
- “Too early to tell” whether the housing slowdown will deepen and whether the recent decrease in home resale 
activity and prices is temporary or the “start of a deeper, lasting decline”.  
- But many households have also seen an improvement of their net worth and liquid asset holdings over last 
couple of years, which is why the Bank of Canada is particularly focused on the growing number of Canadians 
with very high levels of mortgage debt. 
 

Paul Beaudry 
(Dep Gov) 

Navigating A High Inflation Environment (Jun 2) 
Beaudry noted that at the Apr 13 decision the Bank had indicated that once back to neutral, defined as 2-3%, it 
would consider whether to pause before raising rates further. This time around though there was no mention of a 
pause, with focus on the raised likelihood that we may need to raise the policy rate to the top end or above the 
neutral range to bring demand and supply into balance.  
 
When asked about the meaning of more forcefull: “we were thinking both in terms of pace and level and the 
speed of getting there. We have to put this in context: we’re seeing higher than predicted inflation, the economy 
overheating and we’re scared of inflation getting entrenched. That could involve doing more moves in a row or 
bigger moves. All this depends on incoming data”. 
 

 
MNI Instant Answers 
The questions that we have selected for this meeting are:  

• Overnight Rate Target (level) 

• Does the Bank say interest rates will need to rise further? 

• Does the Bank say it may need to take rates above neutral? 

• Does the Bank say it can be forceful with policy? 

• Monetary Policy Report forecast for inflation in 2022 (April forecast was 5.3%) 
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Markets Heading Into The Decision 
 
BoC-dated OIS currently prices an 81bp hike for Wednesday as 
part of a cumulative 147bp of hikes with the Sep meeting on the 
way to 211bp of hikes over the four meetings to year-end with 
an implied overnight rate of 3.57%. BAX futures show an 
equally steep curve through 2022, not far off the peak 
steepness seen with the rate hike fervour ahead of and just 
after the Jun FOMC (although admittedly with FRA-OIS also 
drifting wider) but is then sharply inverted with 44bps of cuts 
priced for in 2023 or BAZ2/BAZ3 specifically. That still sees 
both a peak and terminal rate higher than after the Jun 1 BoC 
and its more to considering moving “more forcefully”. There 
remains a wide range of analyst views ahead: some see the 
Bank not getting above 3% (e.g. UBS) whilst others see north 
of 4% (e.g. GS) – see below. Echoing growth concerns, GoCs 
have tipped into inversion for the first time since Mar’20 this 
month, with 2s5s at -9bps and 2s10s at -1bp. 
 
Another area of note is a dispersion of CAD views. CFTC net 
speculative positioning has flittered between small net longs 
and small net shorts in recent months but more recently has settled down with net longs at 3% of open interest last 
week compared to -32% for AUD and -16% for NZD when looking at other high beta currencies. From a long-term 
historical perspective, the loonie in real effective terms is almost exactly aligned with its rolling 10-year average, 
leaving little directional bias, although that does represent a moderate tightening in real terms compared to pre-
Covid levels.  
 
The short-term reaction in USDCAD is particularly uncertain whilst the cross appears to continues to be dominated 
by risk sentiment and less so yield differentials/fundamentals, especially with US CPI inflation coming 90 minutes 
before the BoC’s decision statement.  As shown below, there is a wide range of USDCAD views, with TD targeting 
1.35 but BofA and ING looking for a year-end forecast of 1.25 (with ING sub-1.25 but after rising to 1.31-1.32 in the 
shorter term before risk sentiment stabilises). 
 

 
  

 

Analyst Views  
A word of caution that the Bloomberg median consensus of a 75bp hike in the overnight rate to 2.25% is likely more 
widely backed than the 16 of 24 analysts at the time of writing would imply. 5 of those looking for a 50bp hike were 
entered prior to the surge in CPI inflation whereas in comparison a recent Reuters poll taken Jun 30-Jul 6 saw 27 of 
29 economists looking for a 75bp hike.  
 
Of the 12 analysts reviewed below, 3 (BMO, JPM and UBS) explicitly note that a 100bp hike can’t be ruled out and 
2 (Scotia and TD) voice can see arguments for such, whilst GS expect a second 75bp hike to be follow in Sep.  
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Analysts’ Key Comments 
(In alphabetical order): 
 
BofA: 75bp Hike With Signal That Large Hikes May Continue, Forecasting USDCAD 1.25 End-22 

• BofA expect a 75bp hike in the overnight rate to 2.25% with risk to the upside.  

• Supporting factors are (i) both headline and core inflation still increasing; (ii) high inflation expectations; (iii) 
a very tight labor market; (iv) a positive ToT shock from high oil prices; and (v) a hawkish US Fed that is 
already hiking in 75bp clips. 

• BofA see this followed by 50bp hikes in both Sep and Oct before slowing to 25bp at each subsequent 
meeting until it reaches 4.00%.  

• MPR: Downside risks to the Bank’s GDP April forecasts of 4.2% for 2022 (BofAe 3.8%) and particularly 
3.5% for 2023 (1.8%) whilst inflation should be revised up considerably from the 5.3% for 2022 (7.2%) but 
broadly in line for 2023 at 2.8% (2.9%). Potential output growth estimates are seen unchanged at 2% per 
year through 2022-24 as are the neutral midpoint of 2.5%.  

• CAD rates declined off mid-June highs and the yield curve flattened largely in response to concerns over a 
global economic slowdown, but we still expect yields to rise into the year-end, looking for 2y/5y/10y yields 
of 3.4%/3.4%/3.45%.  

• BoC hikes are a key reason why we continue to look for lower USDCAD medium term, with a year-end 
forecast of 1.25. 

 
BMO: Reasonable Case For 100bp Hike To Neutral Mid-Point 

• With the economy essentially at full employment, wages starting to stir meaningfully, and headline inflation 
poised to test 8% in this month’s CPI report, the BoC’s task is clear at next week’s decision.  

• We fully expect a 75 bp rate hike, with the Fed’s like-sized move last month paving the way for others to 
become more aggressive.  

• In fact, there is a reasonable case to be made for a 100 bp step—such a hike would take the overnight rate 
to 2.50%, immediately moving to the middle of the Bank’s range for neutral rates. It could also be justified 
by the wild inflation overshoot.  

• However, we still lean 75 bps, as Bank officials have clearly stated that they want to be a source of stability 
and predictability, and the market is nearly 100% priced for a 2.25% rate by next week. 

• Yet, even this step looks like it will be too much for some. The housing market is flashing deeper signs of 
strain, with sales falling fast, and prices poised to follow in many regions. And, recession calls have 
become mainstream for the broader economy—albeit the most high-profile example from this week didn’t 
see the downturn beginning until mid-2023.  

• But those rising risks simply cannot and will not sway the Bank from soldiering on; the risk of recession has 
to be a secondary consideration to the reality of red-hot inflation.  

 
CIBC: 75bp Hike Cemented By Rising Inflation Expectations 

• Rising inflation expectations seem likely to cement a 75bp hike from the BoC but that’s also because the 
resulting 2.25% overnight rate is unlikely to be too much for the economy to handle.  

• Subsequent rate hikes will likely be smaller, as the risk of overdoing it becomes more material the 
higher rates climb.  

• The Bank will reiterate its view that rates might have to exceed 3% (the top of the neutral range) to do the 
job, although we’ll retain our call for a 3% peak.  

• Look for the Bank to downgrade its growth forecasts, effectively conceding that with higher price pressures 
than it expected, getting inflation back to target will require more of a sacrifice in the pace of output.  

• But we also expect the report to dig into the inflation data to explain that much of this year’s inflation shock 
isn’t coming from excess demand in Canada, and therefore, how inflation might dissipate in the coming 
years without the need to drive the country into the deep recession that would be necessary if all of the 
spike was due to an economic overheating. 

 
Desjardins: 75bp Hike All But Guaranteed But Cause To Pause In The Fall 

• A 75bp hike is all but guaranteed on Wednesday.  

• The unemployment rate is ultra-low, wage growth is rapidly accelerating and following an increase in hours 
worked and job gains in more productive sectors, our real GDP tracker has firmed to 4.3% annualized in 
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Q2 as monthly tracking for June real GDP growth looks like it might even offset the modest contraction 
expected for May.  

• However, given that some of the details in the LFS point to some possible weakness in the labour market 
going forward, the Bank should have cause to pause starting in the fall. 

 
GS: The First Of Two 75bp Hikes On The Way To 4+% Rates 

• Since the BoC hiked 50bp in June, inflation has again sharply surprised to the upside and recent surveys 
and wage data have likely increased policymakers’ concerns about inflation becoming entrenched.  

• While tighter financial conditions and slowing US growth will weigh on activity in Canada, we expect growth 
to remain relatively resilient (more favorable reopening and oil impulses). We thus see only 20% probability 
of recession over the next year (vs. 30% in the US) and 45% cumulatively over the next two years. 

• We expect the BoC to act “more forcefully” and hike the policy rate by 75bp next week to 2¼%. This should 
be followed by another 75bp hike in Sep, 50bp hikes in Oct and Dec, and a 4¼% terminal rate in Q1. The 
main drivers of our hawkish BoC call are that we expect headline CPI inflation to remain above 7% this 
year and for the BoC to respond aggressively to any signs of entrenched inflation. 

• Risks to our hawkish terminal rate forecast are to the downside. A more significant US growth slowdown or 
a crash in the housing market would likely mean that the BoC hikes less in Dec and Jan than we expect. 

 
ING: USDCAD To 1.31-1.32 In Near Term Before Targeting Sub 1.25 4Q22 

• BoC to match the Fed with a 75bp hike to 2.25%, supported by the economy growing strongly, record 
employment levels, and inflation running at the fastest rate since Jan’83. The housing market is also red 
hot while Canada’s strong commodity-producing sectors mean it is far more resilient than most major 
economies to the spike in prices. 

• The BoC is unlikely to be done with just 75bp. The bank warned in June that “the risk of elevated inflation 
becoming entrenched has risen” and there was a clear need to “keep inflation expectations well anchored”. 
The latest Bank surveys of consumers and businesses won’t have provided it with any comfort.  

• In a decent growth environment, we expect the BoC to follow up with 50bp hikes in Sep and Oct before an 
additional 25bp hike in Dec.   

• The BoC’s commitment to raising rates aggressively is undoubtedly a positive factor for CAD, but also one 
that may only emerge beyond the short term. That’s because markets are already pricing in a 75bp move 
in July and – even more crucially – CAD is being primarily driven by external factors at the moment. 

• The short-term outlook for CAD remains challenging given widespread fears of a global slowdown, USD 
strength and oil price instability, but at least North America appears less vulnerable to global headwinds 
than Europe, which should keep a lid on CAD weakness.  

• ING see a move in USDCAD to 1.31-1.32 is possible in the near term before some recovery in high-beta 
currencies and gradual USD depreciation after the summer, with loonie amongst the best performers once 
risk sentiment stabilises with a target of sub-1.25 levels for 4Q22.  

 
JPM: Expecting a 75bp Hike But Can’t Rule Out 100bps 

• A further drop in the unemployment rate to fresh all-time lows, accelerating growth and intensifying inflation 
pressures will be top-of-mind at the Bank, with business and consumer surveys suggesting long-term 
inflation expectations are at risk of becoming unanchored.  

• Our early read on the June CPI suggests the Y/Y pace will step up to an 8-handle.  

• Recent business and consumer surveys suggest growing risks that long-term inflation expectations are 
becoming unmoored, following prior remarks from Dep Gov Beaudry that “The bottom line is that the risk is 
now greater that inflation expectations could de-anchor and high inflation could become entrenched.” 

 
National: The First 75bp Hike Of The Cycle With 50 vs 75bp Debate For Sep 

• The six weeks since the BoC last met have seen policy rate expectations whipsaw with increasing 
recessionary rhetoric. Although markets have moved well off of peak hawkishness for 2023 (i.e., 4%-plus 
policy rates), there’s been nothing to upend the ultra-aggressive near-term trajectory. 

• Another blistering inflation surprise in Canada last month means the fire under the BoC’s feet has only 
grown hotter. A fresh jobs report that technically showed net job losses, was much stronger than it 
appeared and is symptomatic of an exceedingly-tight labour market.  

• Signs of a rapidly decelerating economy have emerged in the U.S., but Canadian economic resilience (in 
addition to lagging data) mean near-term prospects north of the border are still in okay shape.  
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• We expect the BoC to increase its overnight target by 75bps on Wed, noting that they will continue to ‘act 
forcefully’ to bring down inflation. That should mean an above-25 bp hike in Sep but expect the BoC to 
keep the ‘50 vs. 75’ debate up in the air and data dependent.  

• Meanwhile, an updated MPR will show a much higher near-term inflation projection, though the growth 
outlook could be marked down. The decision will be followed by a Tiff Macklem and Carolyn Rogers press 
conference where the focus will surely be on how high the BoC believes it will have to hike. 

• We remain confident in our call for the BoC to hike for longer and to hike than the Fed at 3.25% vs 3.00%.  
 
RBC: De-Anchoring Inflation Expectation Fears To Drive Further Aggressive Hikes 

• Expecting, along with markets, a 75bp hike as the economic growth risks from hiking too aggressively in 
the near-term will be overshadowed by the medium-term cost of not doing enough.  

• CPI inflation of 7.7% Y/Y in May was well above the Bank’s April forecast of 5.8% in Q2 and 60% of the 
basket is growing faster than the 3% upper target rate.  

• These higher readings are beginning to seep into longer run inflation expectations, with a growing share of 
businesses and consumers expecting elevated inflation for more than 2-3 years.   

• An unhinging of longer-run inflation expectations from the BoC’s targets would disrupt decades of effective 
inflation-targeting monetary policy. It would also require much larger and more damaging interest rate hikes 
to reverse. 

• We continue to believe inflation is close to its peak, but won’t shift to more sustainable levels until demand 
slows more significantly.  Once that happens, expect the BoC and other central banks to again push rates 
lower—though this likely won’t play out until the economy undergoes a modest contraction next year. 

 
Scotia: Reasonable To Expect The First Of Two 75bp Hikes 

• The BoC delivers its policy rate statement on Wed at the same time as it releases updated forecasts and 
assessments in its MPR before Gov Macklem and SDG Rogers hold a joint press conference one hour 
later. Pure market reactions could be muddied by coming after the release of US CPI.  

• A 75bps rate hike is expected alongside a continued pledge to be data dependent on a quest to return the 
1.5% overnight rate toward the upper end of the 2–3% neutral rate range or above which is probably the 
guidance they will repeat.  

• A policy rate at 3% by Sep and 50–75bps higher than that into year-end is a reasonable view. Consensus 
is unanimous in expecting 75bps this week and OIS markets are pricing half of another quarter point and 
hence straddling the line between 75 and 100bps. 

• For the sake of the Bank’s remaining credibility it would be better advised for them to go 75bps now and 
then another 75bps in Sep to get up to 3% and hence push above the neutral rate range into suitably more 
restrictive territory than to more aggressively rip the band-aid off with a move of 100bps now—or more.  

• I would like to see the latter and think there is a strong case for 100+ because policy remains excessively 
stimulative with a policy rate 100bps below the mid-point of the neutral rate range and the balance sheet 
remains bloated even with no roll-off caps on maturing GoC bond holdings.  

• The problem is that after having guided ‘gradual and measured’ all along and after missing opportunities to 
hike earlier even when it was priced in Jan, for the BoC to now swing to the other side with a 100+ move 
now would only add to the sense it is behaving very erratically if not panicking. An extra 25 now would 
accomplish little over leaving the door open to another large move at the next meeting.  

• Some will say that USDCAD at just under 1.30 suggests it is an undervalued currency that leaves room for 
the BoC to hike more aggressively. However, the REER has slightly appreciated since just before the 
pandemic, in part because other currencies like the Mexican peso have depreciated against CAD over this 
time. Canada has developed a serious competitiveness challenge partly because of this, partly because of 
tumbling labour productivity and partly because of relative expensive labour. Canada’s high commodity 
prices may be all it has left going for it in terms of trade drivers of growth while interest-sensitive sectors 
retreat. 

 
TD: Hiking As Fast As Markets Will Allow It, But TD Still Targeting USDCAD of 1.35 

• TD expect a 75bp hike to 2.25% with the tone of the communique stridently hawkish given recent data on 
inflation and inflation expectations, despite expected downward revisions to the growth outlook.  

• There isn’t much scope for nuance at this meeting whilst policy is currently accommodative and the 
economy is in excess demand as the Bank has repeatedly stated.  
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• The only responsible thing for the Bank to do is to lift rates by as much as markets will allow it. A dovish 
surprise would deal a crippling blow to its credibility and risk reinforcing the sharp move higher in inflation 
expectations – there is only low probability of a 50bp hike this month.    

• There’s an argument for a 100bp hike as their Taylor Rule points to a rate of more than 4% by end-Q3 
when using the BoC’s output gap measures, but could even be conservative at 4.5% if those indicators are 
overestimating the amount of slack in the economy. However, the governing council is unlikely to be 
comfortable with such a move whilst not given an explicit green light by markets, currently showing 73bps 
of tightening.  

• Ahead, TD look for 50bp hikes at both the Sep and Oct meetings, although the BOS clearly raises risks of 
a 75bp move in Sep. 

• MPR: Growth looks to have been closer to 4.4% saar in Q2 instead of the Bank’s forecast of 6% given the 
negative flash estimate for May. 2022 growth could be downgraded from 4.2% to 3.7%, whilst expecting 
2023 growth to also be revised down 0.3-0.5pps but likely to remain well above TDs expectation for 1.5%.  

• On inflation, TD look for 2022 Q4/Q4 to increase from 4.5% to 7.0% Y/Y with a much more modest 
increase from 2.4% to 2.6% Q4/Q4 for 2023.   

• CAD: The higher rates go, the more macro imbalances will manifest themselves – the consumer can no 
longer bail out the economy after doing so in the last two recessions, with TD projecting a record rise in the 
household debt servicing ratio. TD continue to see upside risks to USDCAD, targeting a move to 1.35 in 
the coming weeks, with CAD also looking over-loved from a positioning and valuation point of view as well.  

• Rates: Only minimal impact expected as 75bps is nearly fully priced, with the hawkish tone perhaps 
pushing rates slightly higher in 2s through 5s. Highest conviction remains in Can-US spreads as TD think 
GoCs are cheap versus Treasuries across all tenors.  

 
UBS: Can’t Rule Out A Larger Than 75bp Hike But Rate Cycle To Pause At 3% 

• UBS expect the BoC to hike 75bp on Wednesday but can’t rule out a larger hike, e.g. 100bps. Governor 
Macklem has already said a hike larger than 50bps would be “very unusual” so the incremental cost of 
hiking 100bps should be relatively low.  

• Further, BoC communication in early June signalled the intention to increase the policy rate to above 3% 
as quickly as possible, with a larger than 75bp hike giving the BoC the option to reach that target in Sep.  

• MPR: Growth seen revised down for 2022 from 3.8% Q4/Q4 to nearer 3% with Q2 annualised GDP growth 
seen nearer 4% from the 5.8% in the April forecasts. Inflation meanwhile is likely to be revised up 
materially whilst there shouldn’t be any surprises with the nominal neutral rate range left at 2-3%.   

• Ahead, UBS see the BoC pausing the hiking cycle at 3.0% in order to the asset the impact of higher rates, 
expecting to see activity slowing materially during 2H22 to circa 1.7% from 4% in 1H22, with the economy 
highly sensitive to higher rates given the high levels of leverage in households in particular.  

 
MNI Policy Team Insights 
 
 

MNI STATE OF PLAY: Canada Seen Hiking 75bps To Top G7 Rate 

(Published Jul 8) 
By Greg Quinn 
 
OTTAWA (MNI) -  
Canada's key interest rate is likely jumping to 2.25% from 1.5% Wednesday to briefly overtake the Federal 
Reserve's distinction of having the G7's highest benchmark, and Governor Tiff Macklem may also signal ongoing 
"forceful" action alongside new a forecast showing inflation well above target into 2024. 
 
All but one of 19 economists surveyed by MNI see the rate climbing 75 basis points in the decision at 10am EST, 
the biggest move since hiking a full percentage point in 1998 in a failed bid to stabilize a weak dollar. RBC, UBS 
and JP Morgan say a bigger move can't be ruled out. Even getting to 2.25% would restore the highest rate since 
October 2008, a year when it was as high as 4.25%. 
 
The Bank of Canada needs to signal further hikes this year because inflation has climbed even faster to a four-
decade high of 7.7%, meaning policy in real terms has become even looser. Fed Chair Jerome Powell has said he 
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could hike another 75 basis points at the next meeting July 27, and the BOE and ECB have also moved to tighten 
as inflation becomes the dominant global economic problem. 
 
Macklem said after the last decision a 75bp move would be unusual while underlining the economy is beyond full 
capacity and can withstand higher rates. Officials have also said the danger of entrenched high inflation means a 
greater chance rates move higher than the 2%-3% neutral range. 
 
--INFLATION GETTING BLEAKER 
 
Most reports since the June meeting paint an even bleaker inflation picture. The consumer price index will advance 
more than 3% over the next two years according to 78% of firms surveyed by the central bank, up from the prior 
record 70%. Core inflation rates preferred by the Bank have climbed from an average of 4.4% to a record 4.7%. 
 
Senator Clement Gignac, who helps oversees the BOC through a parliamentary committee, told MNI 
(https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-may-need-bold-move-out-hike-fed-senator) Canada's economy is 
hotter and needs even higher rates than the Fed this year. Gignac pointed to OECD forecasts showing Canada will 
lead the G7 in growth with 3.8% expansion versus 2.5% for the U.S. 
 
That suggests Wednesday's statement will take a tone like the last one by removing most nuances around 
downside risks and loading in references to creeping inflation. While that may contrast with global bodies like the 
BIS warning about global recession or stagflation, Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland has also brushed off the idea 
Canada is at risk, using a recent speaking tour to tout strong growth and the BOC's track record of fighting inflation. 
 
The rate decision comes with new quarterly forecasts and officials say they will once again be moving inflation 
numbers higher. The last Monetary Policy Report showed CPI of 5.3% this year, 2.8% next year and 2.1% in 2024. 
Economists currently see inflation of 6.7% this year and 3.3% in 2023. 
 
"Inflation is clearly not letting up, and the Bank must demonstrate its resolve and move more aggressively," JP 
Morgan's Silvana Dimino wrote in a research note. 
 
Investors see little chance the Bank gets more aggressive slimming down its balance sheet beyond the current 
stance of allowing maturing assets to roll off the books. The Bank's assets grew to CAD575 billion from CAD125 
billion under Canada's first QE program, and Macklem has said the current QT stance would reduce the balance 
sheet 40% over two years. 
 
Former Bank researchers tell MNI (https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-2657607830) faster QT would be a good 
way to rein in hidden inflation coming from the jump in the money supply linked to pandemic stimulus, and rates 
could rise more than most investors predict. 
 
 

MNI INTERVIEW: BOC Rate Hikes Being Under-Estimated-CD Howe 
(Published Jul 5)  
 
By Greg Quinn 
 
(MNI) - Investors are likely underestimating how much the Bank of Canada will raise interest rates because they 
are overlooking money-supply growth that is putting hidden upward pressure on inflation, according to former 
central bank researchers. 
 
Former BOC analyst and associate research director at C.D. Howe Institute Jeremy Kronick told MNI in a phone 
interview on Monday that money supply is a reason the central bank has consistently under-estimated the post-
Covid-19 inflation rise. The trend growth of money has climbed 1.5 percentage points since the pandemic, about 
double the inflation trend, and it will take about two years for prices to catch up. 
 
"This is one of those things that will have to be dealt with above and beyond things like the war, supply chain 
issues," Kronick said. "Perhaps we're even under-estimating how much work it is going to take to get it back down" 
he said, referring to inflation. 
 

https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-may-need-bold-move-out-hike-fed-senator
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-2657607830
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Governor Tiff Macklem has said the chances of him raising the 1.5% overnight rate beyond the neutral range of 
2%-3% are growing because rapid inflation could become entrenched. Most economists see the Bank hiking 75 
basis points on July 13, which would be the biggest since a 1 percentage point move in 1998. Views of what 
happens after July diverge as some economists see the cycle ending within the neutral range at 2.75% and others 
predicting a 3.5% rate by year-end. 
 
--KEEP THINKING HIGHER 
 
Few economists appear to have added the money supply effect into forecasts of how long or steep the rate 
increase path will be, Kronick said. "Whatever you think it is, if your models aren't taking the money growth angle 
into perspective, it may have to go even higher, because inflation may not come down as quickly as you think." 
 
Clement Gignac, a Senator who helps oversee the Bank through a parliamentary committee, has also told MNI 
(https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-may-need-bold-move-out-hike-fed-senator) that a bolder tightening may 
be needed to get inflation under control, and an outside research fellow has said (https://marketnews.com/mni-
interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-to-peak-researcher) inflation may quicken in the near term. 
 
Macklem should also consider more aggressive quantitative tightening according to a paper Kronick wrote with 
former BOC adviser Steve Ambler for C.D. Howe, which runs a shadow monetary policy council. The Bank current 
stance is allowing maturing assets to roll off its balance sheet, a process that will take several years. 
 
Policymakers instead could act "by reducing the oversized quantity of bonds on its balance sheet and continued 
forceful communications around the hikes to come should be part of this effort," Kronick and Ambler wrote in the 
paper officially being released Tuesday morning. 
 
--TOUGHER QUANTITATIVE TIGHTENING NEEDED 
 
Part of the Bank's hesitancy around stronger QT may be the lack of experience with such operations, Kronick said. 
Canada avoided major asset purchases used by other major central banks in during the global financial crisis 
around 2009. 
 
There is a similar logic around a lack of recent history to guide big rate hikes, he argued. 
 
"When was the last time we had a severe tightening cycle like this, 30, 40 years ago, so there's not a lot of 
experience out there," he said. "You might see inflation at 7% for a number of months, and there then might be an 
additional need to keep rates on their onward march." 
 
The link between money supply and inflation appeared to fade out in the 1990s when the Bank enshrined and 
upheld a 2% inflation target, the researchers found, but it has become more prominent again with the recent jump 
in prices. 
 
"Money talks and what it's predicting for inflation is not encouraging," co-author Ambler wrote in the paper. 
 
 
 

MNI INTERVIEW-Canada Job Mkt May Get Even Hotter: Indeed Econ 
(Published Jun 21) 
 
By Greg Quinn 
 
(MNI) - Canada's record-low unemployment rate could inch down further to provide an even bigger cushion against 
any hard landing in other parts of the economy, Indeed economist and former finance department researcher 
Brendon Bernard told MNI. 
 
Low layoff rates, a 70% jump in postings on the job service's Canadian site this year and faster wage gains indicate 
momentum as the economy faces a potential drag from higher: 
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-may-need-bold-move-out-hike-fed-senato 
r central bank borrowing costs, he said. 

https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-may-need-bold-move-out-hike-fed-senator
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-to-peak-researcher
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-to-peak-researcher
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"We're in a bit of an uncertain patch at this point in terms of the recovery, in terms of recession worries and some 
declines in stock markets," Bernard said. "Momentum definitely has cooled a bit over the last few weeks, but 
nothing that really reverses the huge surge in job postings." 
 
Massive hiring as firms re-opened following Covid shutdowns is unlikely to continue but that kind of moderation 
wouldn't be the same as a traditional downturn, he said. "If conditions have to slow a bit, there's still a noticeable 
difference between normalization and recession." 
 
--SWITCHING TO HIGHER-PAY JOBS 
 
Canada's jobless rate reached the lowest in records back to 1976 in May at 5.1%, down from 6% at the start of the 
year and the May 2020 peak of 13.4%. Payrolls are about half a million higher than before the pandemic in a nation 
of 39 million people and wages climbed 3.9% from a year earlier after being previously stuck at a much slower 
pace. 
 
Wage gains have been building for months and appear well supported by overall conditions, Bernard said. Pay 
increases haven't been a major source of headline inflation when stacked against rising global prices for goods, 
housing costs and interest rates, he said. 
 
Workers are also shifting to higher-paying fields following the pandemic, allaying fears expressed by some 
economists that lockdowns would lead to long-term unemployment or accelerate automation of low-paying jobs. 
 
--MONTHS OF GAINS LEFT? 
 
Statistics Canada has similarly tracked an employment shift to higher-wage industries as a driver of pay gains as 
opposed to incumbent workers getting higher wages, suggesting less trend inflation. 
 
"One of the surprising things about Canada's job market recovery: the employment rate has been able to fully 
recover even though employment in some of the most pandemic-exposed industries in the economy, like 
accommodations and food services, is still well below the pre-pandemic levels," he said. 
 
"The flip side of the weakness in accommodation and food services, certain other pandemic areas, is really strong 
growth in areas like professional, scientific and technical services, up 16% versus its pre-pandemic level," Bernard 
said. 
 
"Whether the current recovery has a few more good months of solid growth, I wouldn't be shocked by it." 
 
Bank of Canada Governor Tiff Macklem has said he wants a soft landing in an economy now working beyond full 
capacity, but his top goal is bringing inflation (https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-
to-peak-researcher) back to 2% from today's 6.8%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-to-peak-researcher
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview-boc-challenged-by-prices-yet-to-peak-researcher
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June 1 Statement  
The Bank of Canada today increased its target for the overnight rate to 1½%, with the Bank Rate at 1¾% and the deposit 

rate at 1½%. The Bank is also continuing its policy of quantitative tightening (QT). 

 

Inflation globally and in Canada continues to rise, largely driven by higher prices for energy and food. In Canada, CPI 

inflation reached 6.8% for the month of April – well above the Bank’s forecast – and will likely move even higher in the 

near term before beginning to ease. As pervasive input price pressures feed through into consumer prices, inflation 

continues to broaden, with core measures of inflation ranging between 3.2% and 5.1%. Almost 70% of CPI categories now 

show inflation above 3%. The risk of elevated inflation becoming entrenched has risen. The Bank will use its monetary 

policy tools to return inflation to target and keep inflation expectations well anchored. 

 

The increase in global inflation is occurring as the global economy slows. The Russian invasion of Ukraine, China’s COVID-

related lockdowns, and ongoing supply disruptions are all weighing on activity and boosting inflation. The war has 

increased uncertainty and is putting further upward pressure on prices for energy and agricultural commodities. This is 

dampening the outlook, particularly in Europe. In the United States, private domestic demand remains robust, despite the 

economy contracting in the first quarter of 2022. US labour market strength continues, with wage pressures intensifying. 

Global financial conditions have tightened and markets have been volatile. 

 

Canadian economic activity is strong and the economy is clearly operating in excess demand. National accounts data for 

the first quarter of 2022 showed GDP growth of 3.1 percent, in line with the Bank’s April Monetary Policy Report (MPR) 

projection. Job vacancies are elevated, companies are reporting widespread labour shortages, and wage growth has been 

picking up and broadening across sectors. Housing market activity is moderating from exceptionally high levels. With 

consumer spending in Canada remaining robust and exports anticipated to strengthen, growth in the second quarter is 

expected to be solid. 

 

With the economy in excess demand, and inflation persisting well above target and expected to move higher in the near 

term, the Governing Council continues to judge that interest rates will need to rise further. The policy interest rate 

remains the Bank’s primary monetary policy instrument, with quantitative tightening acting as a complementary tool. The 

pace of further increases in the policy rate will be guided by the Bank’s ongoing assessment of the economy and inflation, 

and the Governing Council is prepared to act more forcefully if needed to meet its commitment to achieve the 2% 

inflation target. 

 


